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TRIAL CHAMBER I Section B ("the Trial Chamber") of the International Tribunal for the 

Pro ecution of Per on Responsible for Seriou Violations of International Humanitarian Law 

Committed in the Territory of the Former Yugo lavia ince 1991 ("the Tribunal"); 

NOTING that the Defence filed even expert witnes statement on 20 ovember 2002, pur uant to 

Rule 94 bis of the Rule of Procedure and Evidence ("the Rules"); 

NOTING the comment and guideline provided orally by the Trial Chamber on 10 December 

2002 (' the Oral Comment "); 1 

BEING SEIZED of the "Pro ecution's Submi ion Concerning the Expert Statements Filed by the 

Defence" dated 17 December 2002 ("the Pro ecution Submi ion"); 

NOTING the "Defence s Re pon e on Pro ecution s Submission Concerning the Expert 

Statement Filed by the Defence" dated 25 December 2002 ("the Defence Response' ); 

NOTING the "Pro ecution Reply to Defence Motion Regarding Expert Witne ses ' dated 10 

January 2003 (' the Pr ecution Reply'); 

NOTING the Defence' Additional Submi ion filed on 14 January 2003 ( 'the Defence 

Additional Submissions'')" 

NOTING that the Pro ecution oppo e admi ion of ix expert witne s tatement 2 on the ground 

that they do not meet the guide)jne provided by the Trial Chamber with re pect to expert witnes e ; 

OTING that the Prosecution request acces to note refen-ed to in Dr. Radovan Radinovic 

statement; 

NOTING that the Defence re pond that all expert witne tatements submitted meet the 

guideline of the Trial Chamber and that it i under no obligation to di clo e the note referred to in 

Dr. Rad van Radinovic' tatement; 

I T. 17058 to 1706 I. 
2 Expert witness statements of Dr. Kosta Cavoski, Dr. Dusan Dunjic, Dr. Jelena Guskova, Dr.Milan Kunjadic, Dr. 
Slavenko Terzic and Dr. Aleksandar Starnatovic, Janko Vilicic and Miroljub Vukasinovic. 
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NOTING that the Prosecution wishes to cross-examine all expert witnes e who e tatement are 

admitted by the Trial Chamber; 

CO SIDERING that the procedure contemplated by Rule 94 bis does not affect the general power 

of the Trial Chamber to exclude evidence under Rule 89 of the Rule of procedure and evidence 

("the Rule ') ; 

CONSIDERING that an expert witne s tatement must relate to an issue in dispute at trial in order 

to con titute relevant evidence that may have probative value within the meaning of Rule 89 (C); 

CONSIDERING that a determination on admi ibility of evidence pur uant to Rule 89 mu t al o 

take into account the pecific nature of the evidence concerned; 

CONSIDERING that the Trial Chamber has defined an expert witne a 'a person whom by 

virtue of some speciali ed knowledge, kill or training, can assist the trier of fact to under tand or 

determine an issue in di pute";3 

CONSIDERING that the party who ubmits the expert witness tatement must provide the 

information nece ary for the Trial Chamber to appreciate whether the witne presented as an 

expert meets the definition mentioned above; 

CONSIDERING that the Trial Chamber is satisfied, on the basis of the cun-iculum vitae attached 

to either the tatement or the Defence Re pon e, that the authors of the statements submitted 

qualify a expert ; 

CONSIDERING that the Trial Chamber has further stated that 'an expert witness is expected to 

give hi or her expert opinion in full tran parency of the e ·tablished or a urned facts he or she 

retie upon and of the methods u ed when applying his or her knowledge, experience or s!dll to 

form hi or her expert opinion"·4 

CONSIDERING that the Appeal Chamber has stated that "an expert opinion is relevant only if 

the facts upon which it i based are true", but has immediately specified that "it i for the Trial 

3 The Prosecutor v. Stanis/av Galic, IT-98-29-T, Decision Concerning the Expert Witnesses Ewa Tabeau and Richard 
Philipps, 3 July 2002, p. 2. 
4 The Prosecutor v. Stanis/av Galic, IT-98-29-T, Decision Concerning the Expert Witnesses Ewa Tabeau and Richard 
Philipps, 3 July 2002, p. 2. The four requirements were also set out in court on 8 July 2003, T. 11413-11414. 
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Chamber [ ... ] to detennine whether the factual ba is for an expert opinion i truthful" and that 

"[t]hat detennination i made in the light of all the evidence given"; 5 

CONSIDERING that the weight to be attributed to an expert witne statement will be appreciated 

by the Trial Chamber at the end of trial and in light of all the evidence adduced; 

CONSIDERING that admi ion of evidence hould be clearly di tingui hed from the weight and 

probative value that will eventually be given to each piece of evidence; 

CONSIDERING that, under Rule 89 (D), a Chamber may exclude evidence if it probative value is 

ubstantially outweighed by the need to en urea fair trial; 

CO SIDERING that the right to a fair trial first and foremost belongs to the accused, a it appears 

from Article 21 (2) of the Statute· 

CONSIDERING that, a previously stated by the Trial Chamber, the mere fact that an expert 

witness appears in court doe not mean that the whole expert witne statement will necessarily be 

admitted, nor does admi sion of the whole tatement mean that the Chamber accepts it findings; 6 

CONSIDERING that a minimum degree of transparency in the ource and methods used i 

nevertheless required at the stage of admi sion in order for the Chamber to determine whether it 

deems the tatements to have probative value within the meaning of Rule 89; 

CONSIDERING that in determining whether the minimwn degree of tran parency required at the 

tage of admission is met, the Trial Chamber take into con ideration the subject matter of the 

statement, the type of experti e concerned, a well as whether the tatement refers to pecific event 

explicitly charged in the indictment, or to background information; 

CONSIDERING that three different categories of expert witnes tatement should be 

di tinguished in tho e ubmitted by the Defence; 

5 The Prosecutor v. Zejnil Delali<! & al., Judgement, IT-96-21 -A, 20 February 2001, para. 594. 
6 IO December 2002, T. 17060. 
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Ex ert witness statements on the back round of the conflict 

CONSIDERING that three witne expert tatements submitted by the Defence relate to the 

background of the conflict in the former Yugo lavia, and are prepared by re pectively an expert in 

hi tory an expert in con titutional law and an expert in international relation ;7 

CONSIDERING that these field of experti e are well-known for allowing multiple interpretations 

of a complex sequence of events; that difference in the expert opinion may well contribute to a 

better awarenes of a possible variety of views on the background of the conflict; 

CONSIDERING that it won t be of great a istance to the Chamber to have the expert being 

examined in great detail on the selection of the fact , the relevance and importance attributed to 

them by the expert, or the balance the expert ha struck while considering what conclusions the 

fact would allow to draw; 

Ex ert witness statements in ballistic and foren ic medecine 

CONSIDERING that three expert witness statement are prepared re pectively by experts in 

balli tics and foren ic medicine and primarily deal with specific event charged in the indictment;8 

CONSIDERING that natural and phy ical science allow for far le margin of per onal 

appreciation and interpretation of the ources and methodology u ed and therefore examination of 

these experts on the sources and methodology used may well require greater precision in order to 

properly evaluate the evidence; 

CONSIDERING that, while the ource and methodology u ed in the e three expert witne 

tatement may not be fully tran parent yet, the Chamber considers that they meet the degree of 

transparency that i required at the stage of admi sion; 

7 Dr. Slavenko Terzic, "On !he Past of Bosnia and Herzegovina (wilh Special Emphasis on Sarajevo)"; Prof. Dr. Kosta 
Cavoski, "Mulli-ethnicity of Bosnia and Herzegovina and Casus Belli 1991-92'; Dr. Jelena Guskova, ' arajevo 
Battlefield, Participants Developments and Processes in the Light of the International Factors" 
8 Milan Kunjadic, "Forensic Balli tics Expertise, Documenlaion referring to Items 2-4, niping"; Prof. Dr. Dusan 
Dunjic, "Faren ic Medicine Experti c of Documentation in Relation to Counts 2 until 4, niping Incidents"; Prof. Dr. 
Alck andar tamatovic, A . Prof. Dr. Janko ViJicic and Dr. Miroljub Vukasinovic, "Expert analy i on the Shelling 
cases". 
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CONSIDERING that, while they may sometime uggest conclusion which are in the exclusive 

domain of the Trial Chamber, tho e tatements, by explaining what could be the conclu ·ion if 

looked at the is ue primarily from the perspective of the expert a a foren ic cienti t, can assi t the 

T1ia1 Chamber in making it final determination; 

CONSIDERING that admission of the e tatement doe not prevent the Trial Chamber from 

drawing it own conclusions on the ba is of all the evidence adduced at trial, even jf the expert 

witne s evidence would not provide for support; 

CONSIDERING that, a far as the military expert witnes statement 1s concerned 9 specific 

attention should be given to the tran parency of sources and methods used; 

CONSIDERING that, while the opinion expre ed in the military expert witness tatement do not 

always seem to be properly ba ed on facts or methodology, it cannot be aid that the tatement does 

not in any way meet the requirement for admis ion; 

CONSIDERING that, in view of the aforesaid consideration, the Chamber reiterate that admis ion 

of the tatement doe not mean that the Chamber will accept all its finding ; 

CONSIDERING that the ource u ed in upport of any expert witne tatement must be clearly 

indicated and easily accessible to the other party upon request, preferably in one of the official 

language of the Tribunal; 

CONSIDERING that the partie hould co-operate if the ta ks of translation are too cumbersome 

for the Defence; 

CONSIDERING that the Trial Chamber will provide further instruction if the parties cannot olve 

the problem of access and translation on their own· 

9 Prof. Dr. Radovan Radinovic, 'Sarajevo Battlefield, 1992-94, Military Expertise ' . 
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CONSIDERING that the sources on the basis of which Dr. Milan Kunjadic draws his conclusions 

are not indicated with the degree of specificity that is required to permit the Prosecution to properly 

prepare its cross-examination and the Trial Chamber to assess the witness expert statement; 

CONSIDERING that the exact references, such as ERN numbers and exhibits numbers, of the 

documents used in support of the analysis of each sniping incident, should be provided; 

CONSIDERING that the sources used in the other statements are sufficiently indicated and should 

be made available to the Prosecution upon request; 
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FOR THE FOREGOING REASONS, 

PURSUANT TO Article 20 and 21 of the Statute and Rules 89 and 94 bis of the Rules, 

HEREBY 

ADMITS all the expert witness statement submitted by the Defence; 

GRANT a maximum number of three (3) hour for the Defence to present the expert witne (e ) 

on the background, the Defence being free to u e thi time to either examine all expert ubmitted 

or one or two of them ; 

GRANTS a maximum number of three (3) hour for the Defence to pre ent the expert witne Prof. 

Dr. Radovan Radinovic; 

REQUESTS the Defence to provide a pecification made by Dr. Milan Kunjadic regarding the 

ource he relied upon in hi tatement; 

REQUESTS that the Defence make available to the Pro ecution those ources referred to in the 

tatements that it would ask for, including the note refeffed to in Prof. Dr. Radinovic' tatement, 

at lea t ten (10) day before the expert witne ses come tote tify; 

INVITES the parties to co-operate on the is ue of tran lation of annexe ; 

REQUESTS the Prosecution to indicate as oon a po ible the e timated length of each eras -

examination it intend to conduct. 

Done in English and French, the Engli h ver ion being authoritative. 

Dated this twenty- eventh Day of January 2003 
At The Hague, 
The etherlands. [SeaJ of the Tribunal] 

, Trial Chamber 




